Structure and assembly of the capsid of bacteriophage P22.
Identification of the genes and proteins involved in phage P22 formation has permitted a detailed analysis of particle assembly, revealing some unexpected aspects. The polymerization of the major coat protein (gene 5 product) into an organized capsid is directed by a scaffolding protein (gene 8 product) which is absent from mature phage. The resulting capsid structure (prohead) is the precursor for DNA encapsidation. All of the scaffolding protein exits from the prohead in association with DNA packaging. These molecules then recycle, directing further rounds of prohead assembly. The structure of the prohead has been studied by electron microscopy of thin sections of phage infected cells, and by low angle X-ray scattering of concentrated particles. The results show that the prohead is a double shell structure, or a ball within a shell. The inner ball or shell is composed of the scaffolding protein while the outer shell is composed of coat protein. The conversion from prohead to mature capsid is associated with an expansion of the coat protein shell. It is possible that the scaffolding protein molecules exit through the capsid lattice. When DNA encapsidation within infected cells is blocked by mutation, scaffolding protein is trapped in proheads and cannot recycle. Under these conditions, the rate of synthesis of gp8 increases, so that normal proheads continue to form. These results suggest that free scaffolding protein negatively regulates its own further synthesis, providing a coupling between protein synthesis and protein assembly.